INTRODUCTION
Grid computing has been increasingly considered as a promising next-generation computing platform that supports wide area parallel and distributed computing since its advent in the mid-1990s [1] . It couples a wide variety of geographically distributed computational resources such as PCs, workstations, and clusters, storage systems, data sources, databases, computational kernels, and special purpose scientific instruments and presents them as a unified integrated resource [2] . The complete grid definition built using all main characteristics and uses may be considered important for several reasons [6] . Grids address issues such as security, uniform access, dynamic discovery, dynamic aggregation, and quality of services [7] .
In computational grids, heterogeneous resources with different systems in different places are dynamically available and distributed geographically. The user's resource requirements in the grids vary depending on their goals, time constraints, priorities and budgets. Allocating their tasks to the appropriate resources in the grids so that performance requirements are satisfied and costs are subject to an extraordinarily complicated problem. Allocating the resources to the proper users so that utilization of resources and the profits generated are maximized is also an extremely complex problem. From a computational perspective, it is impractical to build a centralized resource allocation mechanism in such a large scale distributed environment.
In a Grid Scheduler, the mapping of Grid resources and an independent job in optimized manner is so hard. So the combination of uninformed search and informed search provide the good optimal solution for mapping a resources and jobs, to provide minimal turnaround time with minimal cost and minimize the average waiting time of the jobs in the queue. A heuristic algorithm is an algorithm that ignores whether the solution to the problem can be proven to be correct, but which usually produces a good solution.
Heuristics are typically used when there is no way to find an optimal solution, or when it is desirable to give up finding the optimal solution for an improvement in run time. A grid scheduler, often called resource broker, acts as an interface between the user and distributed resources. It hides the complexities of the computational grid from the user. The scheduler does not have full control over the grid and it cannot assume that it has a global view of the grid Similarly, for resource suppliers, it is hard to evaluate the profit of putting resource into a grid without such a measurement. For both users and suppliers, joining a grid will incur more security and maintenance cost than having only their own computational resources to execute their own tasks. The remaining section of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the related work. Section 3 Notation and problem formulation is explain, Section 4 explain Existing Method and in section 5 detail the Proposed Method and section 6 describes comparison of tables and charts and in section 7 present the conclusion and future work.
Pal Nilsson and Michal Pioro have discussed Max
Min Fair Allocation for routing problem in a communication Network [8] . Hans Jorgen Bang, Torbjorn Ekman and David Gesbert has proposed proportional fair scheduling which addresses the problem of multiuser diversity scheduling together with channel prediction [9] . Daphne Lopez, S. V. Kasmir raja has described and compared Fair Scheduling algorithm with First Come First Serve and Round Robin schemes [10] . Load Balancing is one of the big issues in Grid Computing [11] , [12] . B. Yagoubi, described a framework consisting of distributed dynamic load balancing algorithm in perspective to minimize the average response time of applications submitted to Grid computing.
Grosu and Chronopoulos [13] , Penmatsa and Chronopoulos [14] considered static load balancing in a system with servers and computers where servers balance load among all computers in a round robin fashion. Qin Zheng, Chen-Khong Tham, Bharadwaj Veradale to address the problem of determining which group an arriving job should be allocated to and how its load can be distributed among computers in the group to optimize the performance and also proposed algorithms which guarantee finding a load distribution over computers in a group that leads to the minimum response time or computational cost [12] .
III.NOTATION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
• Initialization of Algorithm:Number of task and number of resource are initialized at the beginning of the algorithm.
• Calculate the total processor capacity and demand rateis calculated from workload by difference between deadline and grid access delay.
• Evaluate fair rate: From the max min fair share approach calculate fair rate depend on the number of processor and processor capacity.
• Non Adjusted and Adjusted FCT: By using fair rate adjusted and non-adjusted fair completion time is calculated as per SFTO and AFTO.
• SFTO and AFTO rule: Non adjusted fair completion time is used in SFTO to order the processor in increasing order and adjusted fair completion time is used in AFTO to order the processor in increasing order.
• MMFS rule: MMFS is applied here to compensate the overflow and underflow processor.
• LB rule: After MMFS rule LB rule is applied only for overflow processor to reduce the overall completion time of the processor.
Let N be the number of tasks that have to be scheduled and workload w i of task T i , i=1, 2… N is the duration of the task when executed on a processor of unit computation capacity. Let M be the number of processors and that the computation capacity of processor j is equal to c j units of capacity. The total computation capacity C of the Grid is defined [4] Step=Step +1
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No M C =∑ c j j=1 (1) www.ijorcs.org Let d ij be the communication delay between user i and processor j. More precisely, d ij is the time that elapses between the times a decision is made by the resource manager to assign task T i to processor j and the arrival of all files necessary to run task T i to processor j.
Each task T i is characterized by a deadline D i that defines the time by which it is desirable for the task to complete execution. Let γ j be the estimated completion time of the tasks that are already running on or already scheduled on processor j. γ j is equal to zero when no task has been allocated to processor j at the time a task assignment is about to be made; otherwise, γ j corresponds to the remaining time until the completion of the tasks that are already allocated to processor j. We define the earliest starting time of task T i on processor j [4] as
δ ij is the earliest time at which it is feasible for task T i to start execution on processor j. We define the average of the earliest starting times of task T i over all the M available processors [4] as
where δ i as the grid access delay for task T i . In the fair scheduling algorithm, the demanded computation rate X i of a task T i will play an important role and is defined [4] as
Here, X i can be viewed as the computation capacity that the Grid should allocate to task T i for it to finish just before its requested deadline D i if the allocated computation capacity could be accessed at the mean access delay δ i .
VI. EXISTING METHOD
The scheduling algorithms do not adequately address congestion, and they do not take fairness considerations into account. For example, the ECT rule, tasks that have long execution time have a higher probability of missing their deadline even if they have a late deadline. Also, with the EDF rule, a task with a late deadline is given low priority until its deadline approaches, giving no incentive to the users.
To overcome these difficulties, in this section provide an alternative approach, where the tasks requesting service are queued for scheduling according to their fair completion times. The fair completion time of a task is found by first estimating its fair task rates using a max-min fair sharing algorithm.
A. Estimation of the Task Fair Rates
Max-Min Fair Sharing scheme, small demanded computation rates X i get all the computation power they require, whereas larger rates share leftovers. MaxMin Fair Sharing algorithm is described as follows.
The demanded computation rates X i , i =1, 2. . . N of the tasks are sorted in ascending order, say, X 1 < X 2 < _ _ _ < X N . Initially, we assign capacity C/N to the task T 1 with the smallest demand X 1 , where C is the total grid computation capacity. If the fair share C/N is more than the demanded rate X 1 of task T 1 , the unused excess capacity of C/N -X 1 is again equally shared to the remaining tasks N-1 so that each of them gets an additional capacity (C / N + (C / N -X 1 )) / (N -1).
This may be larger than task T 2 needs, in which case, the excess capacity is again equally shared among the remaining N-2 tasks, and this process continues until there is no computation capacity left to distribute or until all tasks have been assigned capacity equal to their demanded computation rates. When the process terminates, each task has been assigned no more capacity than it needs, and, if its demand was not satisfied, no less capacity than any other task with a greater demand has been assigned. We denote by r i (n) the non adjusted fair computation rate of the task T i at the nth iteration of the algorithm. Then, r i (n) is given [4] by
Where
Where, N (n) is the set of tasks whose assigned fair rates are smaller than their demanded computation rates at the beginning of the nth iteration, that is,
R.Gogulan, A.Kavitha, U.Karthick Kumar www.ijorcs.org Whereas, the function card (.) returns the cardinality of a set. The process is terminated at the first iteration no at which either O (n 0 ) = 0 or the number card {N (n 0 )} =0. The former case indicates congestion, whereas the latter indicates that the total grid computation capacity can satisfy all the demanded task rates [4] , that is,
The non adjusted fair computation rate r i of task T i is obtained at the end of the process as
B. Fair Task Queue Order Estimation
A scheduling algorithm has two important things. First, it has to choose the order in which the tasks are considered for assignment to a processor (the queue ordering problem). Second, for the task that is located each time at the front of the queue, the scheduler has to decide the processor on which the task is assigned (the processor assignment problem). To solve the queue ordering problem in fair scheduling, SFTO and AFTO are discussed.
C. Simple Fair Task Order
In SFTO, the tasks are ordered in the queue in increasing order of their non adjusted fair completion time's t i . The non adjusted fair completion time t i of task T i is defined [4] as
where t i can be thought of as the time at which the task would be completed if it could obtain constant computation rate equal to its fair computation rate r i , starting at time δ i .
D.Adjusted Fair Task Order
In the AFTO scheme, the tasks are ordered in the queue in increasing order of their adjusted fair completion times t i a . The AFTO scheme results in schedules that are fairer than those produced by the SFTO rule; it is, more difficult to implement and more computationally demanding than the SFTO scheme, since the adjusted fair completion times t i a are more difficult to obtain than the non adjusted fair completion times t i .
i.Adjusted Fair Completion Times Estimation:
To compute the adjusted fair completion times t i a , the fair rate of the active tasks at each time instant must be estimated. This can be done in two ways. In the first approach, each time an unused processor capacity is available; it is equally divided among all active tasks. In the second approach, the rates of all active tasks are recalculated using the max-min fair sharing algorithm, based on their respective demanded rates.
The estimated fair rate of each task is a function of time, denoted by r i (t). Here, introduce a variable called the round number, which defines the number of rounds of service that have been completed at a given time. A non-integer round number represents a partial round of service. The round number depends on the number and the rates of the active tasks at a given time. In particular, the round number increases with a rate equal to the sum of the rates of all active tasks, equal to 1 / ∑ i r i (t). Thus, the rate with which the round number increases changes and has to be recalculated each time a new arrival or task completion takes place. Based on the round number, we define the finish number F i (t) of task T i at time t as in [4] 
Where τ is the last time a change in the number of active tasks occurred, and R (τ) is the round number at time τ. F i (t) is recalculated each time new arrivals or task completions take place. Note that F i (t) is not the time that task T i will complete its execution. It is only a service tag that we will use to determine the order in which the tasks are assigned to processors.
The adjusted fair completion times t i a can be computed as the time at which the round number reaches the estimated finish number of the respective task. Thus, in [4] 
Where, the task adjusted fair completion times determine the order in which the tasks are considered for assignment to processors in the AFTO scheme: The task with the earliest adjusted fair completion time is assigned first, followed by the second earliest, and so on.
E. Max-Min Fair Scheduling
In MMFS ,the task are non preemptable, the sum of the rates of the tasks assigned for execution to a processor may be smaller than the processor capacity, and some processors may not be fully utilized. A processor with unused capacity will be called an underflow processor. In an optimal solution, tasks assigned to underflow processors have schedulable rates that are equal to their respective fair rates, r i s = r i. The overflow O j of processor j is defined [4] as
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And the underflow U k of processor k as
Processors for which O j > 0 will be referred to as overflow processors, whereas underflow processors are those for which U k < 0. In an optimal solution, we have
∑ r i s = c j for all j for which O j >0 (16) i€P j i. Processor Assignment
This algorithm combines processors of capacity overflow with processors of capacity underflow to obtain a better exploitation of the overall processor capacity. More specifically, given an assignment of tasks to processors, we consider the rearrangement where a task of rate r l assigned to an overflow processor is substituted for a task of rate r m assigned to an underflow processor. After the task rearrangement, the overflow (underflow) capacity of the processors is updated as [4] follows:
To expresses the task rate difference between the two selected tasks, where R j and R k are the updated processor residuals. If R j > 0, processor j remains at the overflow state after the task rearrangement, whereas if R j < 0, processor j turns to the underflow state. A reduction is accomplished only if the task rate difference satisfies the following equation in [4] :
Where O j 1 = max (0, R j ) and O k 1 = max (0, R k ).This satisfies the processor requirements.
V.PROPOSED METHOD

A. Load Balancing
The existing method is good for fair completion time but the load is not balanced. That is sometimes processor task allocation is excessive than the other, it may take more time to complete the whole job. For this difficulty, here we propose a new algorithm called Load Balance Algorithm to give uniform load to the resources. The overflow O n and O p of processors n and p is defined a
Where O n >0and O p >0 referred as n and p are overflow processors. If O n > O p then n processor take more time to complete the job. If O p > O n then p processor take more time to complete the job. This will cause more time to complete the full job. To recover these problems Load Balance Algorithm proceeds to rearrange the fair rates of the caused processor, so it will reduce overall completion time. The proposed algorithm combines maximum of two processors of capacity of first overflow with processors of capacity of second overflow to obtain a better exploitation of the overall processor capacity. More specifically, given an assignment of tasks to processors, we consider the rearrangement if O n > O p then a task of rate r x assigned to an overflow processor O n is substituted for a task of rate r y assigned to an overflow processor O p . After the task rearrangement, the overflow capacity of the processors is updated as follows:
Where € = r x -r y . It expresses the task rate difference between the two selected tasks, where R n and R p are the updated processor residuals. If R n > R p, processor n remains at the more completion time. So it will continue from step (1) up to R n is more or less equal to R p.
B. Execution Cost
Here, we also implement Execution Cost for all Algorithm used in this thesis. The Execution Cost is defined by C exe (P j ) that is execution cost of j th processor.
Where P (t i a ) is fair completion time of processor j.
C. Communication Cost
Here, we also implements the Communication Cost is defined as
Where C exe (P j ) is execution cost of processor j and F (P j ) is Fitness of processor j.
VI.RESULTS
This paper proposes Load Balancing in MMFS to obtain better load balancing. Here, cost rate range from 5 -10 units is randomly chosen and assigned according to speed of the processor. Speed of the processor ranges from 0 -1MIPS are randomly assigned to M processor. The proposed method is compared with existing one with different number of processors and tasks. Here number of processor taken are 8, 16, 32 and 64 matrixes with number of task as 256, 512, 1024, and 2048MI. Below table shows the (17) (22) comparison results of load balance in MMFS with existing algorithm such as EDF, SFTO, AFTO and MMFS for 8, 16, 32, and 64 processors. The proposed work is approximately gives 45% -25% less than EDF and 7% -5% less than SFTO and AFTO and 5% -2% less than MMFS for makespan. Also, MMFS + LB approximately show 30% -25% less than EDF and 7% -6% less than SFTO and AFTO 2% -1% less than MMFS for Execution cost and Bandwidth cost. The result shows better performance for Higher Matrix also. The following are the comparison result of existing and proposed method. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, Load Balancing algorithm is compared with normal scheduling algorithm such as Earliest Deadline First, and Fair Scheduling algorithm such as SFTO, AFTO and MMFS. Our proposed algorithm shows better result for execution cost and bandwidth cost also. Result shows that load balancing with scheduling produces minimum makespan than others. Future work will focus on that how fair scheduling can be applied to optimization techniques, QoS Constrains such as reliability can be used as performance measure.
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